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NEWS/GH 
25th  February 2021 
 
 SPECIAL NEEDS UPDATE... 
 Hi Parents... in your determination to keep the learning going at home ,it is great that parental awareness 
of what is needed to develop their child’s basic skills is growing all the time. 
 We are now reaching the point - from March 8th- when our school will again be fully focussed on assessing 
the progress of our children with their Non Negotiables - the basic skills of READING, WRITING and 
NUMBER SKILLS....those skills so crucially important in a child’s development. 
 I hear, that many of you have used various learning links we have sent out to help you support your child. 
Brilliant. 
 We are also reviewing a support programme we have used called ‘NESSY ‘which ,although has been 
useful, we feel there may be better similar programmes to help our children - especially those who may 
struggle in these basic skills.    We are investigating various other resources.   Consequently , during this 
review,- ‘NESSY’- is not  available. We are aiming to further improving  our provision for the benefit of more 
kids. Thank you. 
Please keep using the various links + of course our website + please don’t hesitate to ask your child’s 
classteacher for advice/ guidance if needed. 
Well done. 
 
 
Reception Doves... really developing all sorts of basic skills. 
5 superstar children...all deserving their Special Medal. Well Done children. 

 Evie -  at home jigsaw ( personal, social development)work- Evie would like to be a nurse. 
 

 Maisie- at home A fantastic nature butterfly 
 

 Sinead - (3 pieces of work!) at home RE the creation story- very impressed with her writing. 
 Also at home ordering the days of the week as part of our non negotiables( basic skills) 
 

 Emily H-  at home extra work on understanding time as part of our non negotiables(basic skills) 
 

 Harper-  at home life cycle of a butterfly. 
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Y3 Wrens... some more ‘Jigsaw’ work which helps with children’s social ,emotional 
and personal development....crucial for good well-being in our children. 

Well done to Logan D .     Molly F .         Noah C super work on ‘Dreams and 
Goals’ 
 

 
 


